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RINPOCHE because...
Simply Sharing is an association with the sole purpose to share the
Dharma freely available to all through teaching material based on the
simple dissemination derived from Lakha Lama’s long life in Denmark,
his many cross-cultural activities in Scandinavia, and his work in
bringing together the Nordic ways with the Tibetan philosophy.

Project RINPOCHE
www.lakhalama.org
Many feel closely connected to Lakha Lama. It can be of immense joy
and great benefit to many to have access to the Dharma and the
words that he has shared so generously throughout his life.
All of which has been documented, primarily in audio and video
recordings, are held privately by numerous individuals in various
geographic locations. Very little detail regarding Lakha Lama’s
discussions around the Dharma are commonly shared on the internet.
Thus, public access to this valuable material to date has been very
difficult.
Based on this citation of poor public access, Simply Sharing has
initiated an extensive project that will make this material available on
lakhalama.org to be launched by the end of 2021.

Communication & Use
What makes Lakha Lama’s communication of the Dharma unique is the
simplicity in which he presents the philosophy, especially the real time
practice. Furthermore, Lakha Lama’s ability to communicate the essence
of universal principles is characterized by a timeless actuality and everyday
relevance in a contemporary, and Nordic context no less.
The website lakhalama.org offers materials that can be used by individuals
for self-study. In addition, the website and its materials can be utilized by
institutions, associations, interest groups and other organizations that wish
to obtain a calmer mind through spiritual and personal development,
following the Dharma.
In Denmark alone, the number of Dharma practitioners is estimated to
be roughly 18.000. In Sweden, the Dharma practitioners is estimated to
be as high as 45.000.

The offered materials are as follows:
Podcasts from talks, teachings and interviews combined with associated
transcriptions.
Videos of talks and teachings combined with TV-broadcasts, and
documentaries.
A library of books, articles and press publications, cross-referenced with
subsidizing literature.
A Dharma Wiki in order to reference a more detailed explanation of
special words and unique concepts found in the accessible information.
The life story and personal portrayal of Lakha Lama combined with a
historical photo gallery.

Simply Sharing together...
The board of the association and several key persons in the project work
voluntarily. But paid professional help is needed to build the website and
share this precious material.
That is why we need YOU as a sponsor and/or as a supporting member.
All contributions are received with great gratitude and go unappreciated to
the development and operation of lakhalama.org.

Economy and quality are linked

We place great emphasis on safety, quality, simplicity, functionality and
expression. That is why we use solutions that go beyond generally available
standard solutions. In addition, there is extensive work on the collection,
digitization, categorization and editing of the amounts of materials that has
been produced in the wake of Lakha Lama’s many activities throughout the
years.
We have an expectation that the website can be developed for an amount
of less than 66,000 EUR, where media editing and web development alone
accounts for more than 90%. The annual operation and maintenance is
estimated at EUR 6,030, where the web part (for security reasons) as well as
cloud solutions and publications account for almost 90% of the costs, and
the rest goes to the association's operation. Click here for a more detailed
budget overview.

Opportunities for donations

If you want to support the project as a sponsor and/or member, you can use
the form on the association’s website: simplysharing.org
- or support directly using one of these options:

Bank Transfer

Nykredit Bank
IBAN: DK4754700002803341
SWIFT/BIC: NYKBDKKK

Paypal

Click here

Project
RINPOCHE
in sight...
Once the required financial support has been
raised, we ask our professional service vendors
to proceed, creating the container and the media content. The key persons behind the visual
layout, web design and media content editing
have already and free of charge created the
foundation for building the website, in order for
you to get an idea of what you are supporting.
If you follow this link, you will reach a simulated
demo version of lakhalama.org where you can
get a sense of layout, main themes, navigation,
structure and content.
Otherwise, you can form an impression from
the examples shown of what we have prepared
on the drawing board.

Project RINPOCHE
and the Dharma...
Fundamentally, Dharma is addressing the wish of every
single human being to live a life in peace, joy and harmony. Furthermore, Dharma is suggesting different methods
to realize these human aspects of living.
The key is to develop a calmer mind and an inner state
of being, which nourishes and benefits one’s relations to
one’s self as well as one’s relations to others and one’s
surroundings.
In that, Dharma includes all beings, denominations, people, cultures, science and other factions. It invites everyone to experience a closer examination of the nature of
Dharma and one’s own convictions, and habits.
Working with the problems experienced in life and the
quality of one’s own existence, combined with other individual’s experiences can be somewhat of a challenge.
Such complexity can often keep many individuals from
deeply exploring these life experiences, leading to an
increased unbalance.

Lakha Lama
Lakha Lama, was born by the name of Thupten Dorjee in Tibet
in 1942. By the age of 5, Lakha Lama was recognized as the
spiritual leader of roughly 100.000 people in Eastern Tibet.
In 1959 he fled Tibet and immigrated to India. In 1976, Lakha
Lama arrived in Denmark, where he settled down, and started
a family.
As a refuge, Lakha Lama had the experience of losing everything. In practice, he has used the Buddhist philosophy
and knowledge of the human mind and its deeply rooted
resources. Through such practice, he has been able to share
this wisdom, not only based on insights from his philosophical
studies, but from his personal life experiences and realization.
Lakha Lama is the founder and former chairman of Tibet
Charity, and he is the principal spiritual leader emeritus of
Phendeling and Ösal Ling - two Tibetan Buddhist Centers in
Copenhagen and Aarhus, respectively.
His close relation to H.H. Dalai Lama has resulted in more
visits by His Holiness in Denmark. The desirable teachings
and many talks of Lakha Lama is the source of books, articles,
interviews, TV-broadcasts, documentaries, audio and video
recordings.
Lakha Lama has several thousand followers within Scandinavia
and the rest of the world. As one of his Swedish followers has
said, quote: ”Lakha Lama is to Scandinavia and many Tibetans
what H.H. Dalai Lama is to the world”.

”I am sharing my thoughts with you.
It is important that we share our thoughts
and experiences with each other
and give each other encouragement and inspiration.
It is one of the most beautiful and meaningful
things we can do”
- Lakha Lama -

